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The Construction Administration (CA) phase of a project has always been a complicated
process. Once you rely on a model to create the construction documents, what used to be a simple
change may affect many views and details. When it comes to the CA phase, we think this is bad. We
start asking, “Do I make the changes directly in the model? What if the changes are not approved?” The
answers are not straightforward. If you have a change that does not get approved then you must revisit
the change and undo it in the model. This will take some work but it does have to be done. Duediligence is a must, but who is doing this due-diligence? It is important to do some upfront thinking on
this process and talk to your team about how you are going to go through it. This class will show you
how to avoid failures during the CA phase.

Learning Objectives
At the end of this class, you will be able to:


Understand the differences between the basic types of Project Delivery Methods, the Contractual
differences of these methods make to you and your Revit model



Create and manage revisions in the model thru Design Options and the Freeze Drawings command



Understand the basic Revisions Tools available in Revit



Create deliverables through the use of Sketch Titleblocks
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Basic types of Project Delivery Methods their Contractual differences and what this
means to you and your Revit model
Design‐Bid‐Build
This method involves three roles in the project delivery process—owner, architect, and contractor—in
traditionally separate contracts. “Traditional” is frequently used to describe the Design-Bid-Build method,
which typically involves competitively bid, lump sum construction contracts that are based on complete
and prescriptive contract documents prepared by architects. These documents generally include
drawings, specifications, and supporting information. The phases of work are usually conducted in linear
sequence. The owner contracts with an architect for design, uses the design documents produced by the
architect to secure competitive bids from contractors; and, based on an accepted bid, contracts with a
contractor for construction of the building.
Most public projects are by law the Design-Bid-Build delivery method. This has included competitive
bidding among general contractors, performance bonds, and employment of various other statutory
requirements to protect taxpayer investments. Much private work has also been performed for a lump
sum figure, in the belief that the marketplace ensures economic discipline and yields the lowest cost. It
should be noted that this may not be the lowest cost for the project, but it represents the lowest cost
associated with the design documents prepared for the project before actual construction begins.

Design-Bid-Build

Construction Management at –Risk (CM at-Risk)
CM at-Risk approaches involve a construction manager who takes on the risk of building a project. The
architect is hired under a separate contract. The construction manager oversees project management
and building technology issues, in which they typically have particular background and expertise. Such
management services may include preparation of cost models, advice on the time and cost
consequences of design and construction decisions, scheduling, cost control, coordination of construction
contract negotiations and awards, timely purchasing of critical materials and long-lead-time items, and
coordination of construction activities.
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In CM at-Risk, the construction entity, after providing preconstruction services during the design phase,
takes on the financial obligation for construction under a specified cost agreement. The construction
manager frequently provides a Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP). CM at-Risk is sometimes referred to
as CM/GC because the construction entity becomes a general contractor (GC) through the at-risk
agreement.
The term “at-risk” is often a source of confusion. Sometimes it refers to the fact that the contractor holds
the trade contracts and takes the performance risk for construction. In other contexts, the term is tied to
the existence of a cost guarantee or GMP. Because the term “at-risk” has two distinct meanings, it is
important to understand how it is being used in a particular situation. The definition used for CM at-Risk in
this document is based primarily on the fact that the construction manager holds the trade contracts and
takes the performance risk. The eventual establishment of a guaranteed maximum price is typical of CM
at-Risk project delivery, but it is not a defining characteristic of the delivery method in this case.
When a GMP is used, the CM at-Risk approach is flexible as to when the construction price becomes
fixed. As a result, the timing for agreeing to a GMP varies by project. Considerations of risk should
include an evaluation of the amount of design information available, the amount of contingency included,
and the owner’s willingness to share in the risk of cost overruns.
The CM at-Risk contracts with trade contractors who perform their portion of the construction. These
entities are contractually bound only to the CM at-Risk. It should be noted that there is no contractual
relationship between the designer and the CM at-Risk.

Design‐Build
Design-Build has gained popularity in recent years in both the private and public sectors. The primary
reason for this interest in Design-Build as a viable project delivery option is the owner’s desire for a single
source of responsibility for design and construction. In the Design-Build approach to project delivery, the
owner contracts with a single entity, the design-build entity, for both design and construction. The designbuild entity can be led by an architect or a contractor and can consist of any number of people. As with
CM at-Risk, the timing of agreement on a GMP varies with each project.

Design-Build
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Integrated Project Delivery(IPD)
Conceptually based on a collaborative arrangement of the major project stakeholders early in the
process, implemented in an environment of “best-for-project thinking” and shared risk and reward. This
collaboration of stakeholders works to define project issues at the outset, helping to identify conflicts,
establish performance criteria, minimize waste, increase efficiency, and maximize the scope achieved for
limited project budgets. The ultimate goal is to create a project environment that produces a positive
outcome for all stakeholders. Although not exclusive to the IPD delivery method, multi-party agreements
can include incentive clauses based on the idea of shared savings among the project team.

IPD

Contracts
Common problems that span across all delivery methods are persons on the team not understanding
what they are required to do by contract. The contract should be shared with the entire team throughout.
During design phases the team needs to understand what they are required to put in the model this is
dependent on what all entities are expecting to get out of the model later. This could include things like
clash detection for the architects and engineers, cost estimating for the CM or even facilities management
for the owner. This will need to be decided on by the entire team; the owner, the design team (architects
and engineers) along with the contractor dependent on the delivery method and if they are on board early
in the design. This should be an exhibit to the contract; the AIA E202 document can help with this task.
In the AIA E202 the level of development will be spelled out. It will follow as below:
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LOD 100 - The equivalent of conceptual design, the LOD 100 model usually consists of overall
building massing designed to perform whole building type analysis including volume, building
orientation, square foot costs, etc.
LOD 200 - Similar to schematic design or design development, the model would consist of
generalized systems including approximate quantities, size, shape, location and orientation. LOD 200
models are typically used for analysis of defined systems and general performance objectives.
LOD 300 - Model elements equivalent to traditional construction documents and shop drawings. LOD
300 models are well suited for estimating as well as construction coordination for clash detection,
scheduling, and visualization. LOD models should include the attributes and parameters defined by
the owner in the BIM deliverable standard.
LOD 400 - This level of development is considered to be suitable for fabrication and assembly. This
LOD is most likely to be used by specialty trade contractors and fabricators to build and fabricate
project components including MEP systems.
LOD 500 - The final level of development represents the project as it has been constructed including
as-built conditions. The model is configured to be the central data storage for integration into building
maintenance and operations systems. LOD 500 models will include completed parameters and
attributes specified in the owners BIM deliverable specification.

Understanding this will be a step to avoiding problems in CA. If this is not understood and the CM comes
on board and expects to utilize the model in a way that the design team did not intend there will be
problems and inaccuracies.

AIA E202 – Model Element Table
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Model
Archiving
The first step that should be taken before the CA phase begins is archiving the model. This is not a
backup; it is a model that is frozen in time. Make sure everyone on the team has saved to central and
relinquished all elements. Then Open the central file thru the applications menu. Audit the file; a warning
will pop up (shown below). Then Detach from Central; another warning will pop up (shown below).

Detach and preserve worksets. Do a Save As and name it accordingly: yyyy-mm-dd- Purpose
2012-11-01-BidSet - Place it in your archive folder.

ex. –

Model folder (Which has all Linked models in it, and a Project Linked CAD folder in it" all gets dragged in
to the folder. Repath the linked files. One open with Detach From Central, and Manage Links > Reload
From, and your archive is fine.

Changes
Duplicating Views - copying the model geometry from an existing view into a new view. Right-click on
the existing view in the Project Browser, and click Duplicate View. There are three options when doing
this:


Duplicate - Only duplicates the geometry into the new view.
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Duplicate with Detailing - Both the model geometry and the detail geometry (detail components, detail
lines, repeating details, detail groups, text, dimensions, tags and filled regions) are copied into the
new view.
As Dependent – The new view is dependent on the primary view. All copies, known as dependent
views, remain synchronous with the primary view and all other dependent views, so that when any
changes (such as view scale and annotations) are made in one view, they are reflected in all views.

When just simply changing annotation making a new view is how you would address it. When changing
the model elements simply duplicating views will not suffice because the changes will show up in each
view and there will be no difference.
Design Options - Include elements that will be common to all design options. Use design options for only
those parts of the model that will vary. You begin the design option process by creating design option
sets. A design option set is a collection of alternatives that address a particular design problem. For
example, you can create one design option set to show different designs for the entry of a building. You
can create another design option set for alternative roof configurations. Each design option set contains
one primary option and one or more secondary options.

To create a design option set
Click Manage tab

Design Options panel

(Design Options).

In the Design Options dialog, under Option Set, click New.
By default, Revit names the new set Option Set 1 and creates a primary option in the set.
To rename the option set, select the option set name, and under Option Set, click Rename. Enter a
name, and click OK.
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To rename the primary option, select its name, and under Option, click Rename. Enter a name, and click
OK.
Click Close.
Now you can edit the primary design option to add elements to it, and create secondary options for
the design option set.
By default, project views show the main model with the primary option for each set. For each design
option that you want to compare, dedicate a view to the option.
Open a view that you want to dedicate to a design option.
Create a duplicate view, rename the duplicate view, using a name that indicates the design options
displayed in the view.
In the Properties palette, for Visibility/Graphics Overrides, click Edit.
The Visibility dialog displays the Design Options tab. It lists each design option set, and, for each set, the
design option that the view is currently displaying.
A value of Automatic indicates the following:
When no design option is being edited, the view displays the primary option.
When a design option is being edited, the view displays the active option.
For each design option set, select the design option to display in this view.
If you have created multiple design option sets, the view displays one option for each set.
The view displays the main model and a selected design option for each set.
Repeat these steps for each combination of design options that you want to show in individual views.
You can place these views on sheets for side-by-side comparisons or to show the design options to
clients. After a design option is selected for implementation, incorporate it into the main model and delete
all other options using the Accept Primary function.
Freeze Drawings
Separates a drawing / view from an object model to ensure that this drawing / view is left unchanged
Multiple copies of the model
Go thru the archive process with the model
Downfalls are if you want to go back to this it is not easy if changes have continued since this archive.
May be able to choose specific things to copy out of the archive model if those things are straight forward.
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Sheets
Revision Tool

Revision tracking is the process of recording changes made to a building model after sheets have been
issued. In Revit, you display and track revisions using revision clouds, tags, and schedules. Sheet
Issues/Revisions dialog is accessed under the Manage tab in the Settings panel. The Additional Settings
pull down houses the Sheet Issues/ Revisions.
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Typically you manage the revision process as follows:
Enter information about the revision in the Sheet Issues/Revisions dialog.
Update the Revit project to implement the change.
In one or more project views, draw revision clouds to indicate the areas that changed. Revision Cloud tool
is located in the Annotate tab in the Detail panel.

Assign a revision to each cloud.
Tag the revision clouds to identify the assigned revisions.
Check sheets to make sure that the revision schedules show the desired information.
Issue the revisions.

Sketch Titleblock
An easy way to issues a small sketch, in place of a full
size sheet is by placing a titleblock with a masking
region on top of the sheet to cover the sheet content
except the content you want to print. You can get an
example of this on AUGI Forums and adjust the family
to match your firms sketch format. If I knew who the
original person to create this was I would give them
credit, it was not me...
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